
INVARIANTS OF THE LINEAR GROUP MODULO pk*

BY

M. M. FELDSTEIN

INTRODUCTION

Professor L. E. Dickson in his paper A fundamental system of invariants

of the general modular linear group with a solution of the form problem^ gave

a fundamental system of invariants for the group of all linear homogeneous

transformations in n variables with coefficients in the Galois field of order pn,

denoted by GF[pn\.

Dr. J. S. Turner extended the results for the binary group in GF[p] to the

binary group H with coefficients ranging over integers modulo p2 and the

determinant of transformation congruent to unity modulo p*.

This thesis deals with the invariants of the linear homogeneous group in n

variables with the coefficients ranging over integers modulo pk, and the deter-

minant of transformation congruent to unity modulo p.

The writer avails himself of this occasion to express his gratitude to

Professor Dickson for the conduct of this research and for suggesting both

the problem and the group-theoretic principles applied in the following pages.

1. PRELIMINARY

We shall consider linear homogeneous transformations (T) in indeterminates

xx, Xi, ..., Xn, with integral coefficients and having determinant of trans-

formation = 1 (mod p).

The above transformations will be applied to forms in xx, Xt, ..., xn with

integral coefficients.

Two forms Fx and F2 will be considered identically congruent modulo pk if

and only if

Fx (XX, Xi,   ...,  Xn)  =  Fi (XX, Xi,   ....   Xn) + pk F3 (xx, Xt,   ...,  Xn)

* Presented to the Society, April 13,1923.
f These Transactions, vol. 12 (1911), pp. 75-98. Professor E. H. Moore constructed the

invariant called Ln in the sequel.
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algebraically, where F¡¡ is a form.  The identity will be denoted by

Fx (xi, Xi, ..., Xn) = Fs (xi, Xi, ..., xn) (mod pk).

A formal invariant F(xu x2, ..., xn) is a form which under all trans-

formations

T: Xi = anxi-\-ai2X2-\-■■■ -\-OinXn (* = 1, -. -, n)

gives

F(xu Xi,-xn) = F(x[, x2, ..., Xn) (mod pk),

after the new variables x'i are replaced by their values in terms of the old

variables obtained by solving the above n equations.

Two substitutions whose corresponding coefficients are congruent modulo pk

replace any form by two forms which are identically congruent, and which

therefore play equivalent rôles in the theory of modular invariants. Accord-

ingly, we shall say that two such substitutions belong to the same class.

In the sequel, for purposes of enumeration, we shall frequently represent

a class by a "residual matrix" whose elements are least positive residues
modulo pk.

The classes of transformations can be put into one-to-one correspondence

with the system of residual matrices, since to the compound of two classes

corresponds the compound modulo pk of the respective residual matrices.

The classes of substitutions T form a finite group ; therefore the system of

residual matrices forms a finite group of the same order under composition

modulo pk.

2. Group-theoretic introduction

Let G(n,pk) be the total linear homogeneous group in n indeterminates

with coefficients modulo pk. Then the system of residual matrices may be

represented by

|| oij + €$p + «»j,«+ ... 4- «*-»/-! ||      (i,j = 1, .. ., n)

where the determinant of || Oy| | is=l (modp) and the elements ay, a™,..., af;-l)

range independently over the integers 0,1,2, ..., p — 1.
There are* d = (pn — l)(pn—p) ■■■ (pn—pn~1)(pn — pn-1)/(p — l)

(p — 1) sets of solutions of the determinantal congruence \ay\ = 1 (modp),

* L. E. Dickson, Linear Groups, p. 82.
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and with every set we can associate P = p»'*-« sets afj, afj, ..., a*-".

Therefore the order of the group G(n,pk) is dP.

In the sequel we shall consider two ways of decomposing G(n,pk) into

a factor-group.

(1) Dividing every element in the matrices of the residual system by p, we

obtain them in the form

\\bij + ßijp\\   (i,j= 1, ..., n), !M = 1 (moip),

where by ranges over the integers 0,1,2, ..., p — 1, and ßv- ranges over the

integers 0,1, 2, ..., pk~1 — 1.

The set of matrices || &y|| we shall denote by

Hi — (hi, hi, . .., hm, .. ., hd).

The invariant subgroup of matrices ||/%p||, with 1 added to the elements

of the diagonal, we shall denote by

Ai = («i, a2, ..., am, ..., ap).

The group G(n,pk) may be decomposed into a factor-group of order d:

Ai hx ,Axh2, . . ., Ai hm, .... Ai ha.

The decomposition is exhaustive since no matrix of the subgroup Ax is present

in Hx, with the exception of the unit matrix, and the order of the subgroup Ax

multiplied by the number of matrices inHx gives the order of the group G(n,pk).

(2) Dividing every element in the matrices of the residual system by pk~1,

we obtain them in the form

llfy + iyJ»*-1!!    (»ii =1, .--, n),       \ciJ\ = 1 (modí>),

where c,. ranges over the integers 0,1, 2, ..., pk~l — 1, and yy. ranges over

the integers 0,1,2, ..., p — 1.

The set of matrices ||c#|| we shall denote by

Hk-i = (hi, hi, ..., h'm, ..., K),       x = dtf"*-*>.
16«
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The invariant abelian subgroup of matrices, ||y</jJfc_1||, with 1 added to the

elements of the diagonal, we shall denote by

Ak-i = (a[, a.2, - -., a'm, - ■ -, a'p»>)-

The group G(n,pk) may be decomposed into the factor-group

Ak-ihi, Ak-ih2, ..., Ak-ih\n, ..., Ak-ih'x,       x = dp1™-»,

the exhaustiveness of the decomposition being proved as in (1), mutatis

mutandis.

3. The invariants of the group G(n,p*)

In this case the groups Ai and Ak-i, and the sets Hi and Hk-i coincide.

A comparison of the set H with the matrices of the group G(n,p) shows that

H has representatives of all the classes comprised by G(n,p). Therefore the

invariants of G(n,p*) may be put into the form

(1) F(xu X2,   ...,  Xn)+pFx (XU Xi,   ... ,  Xn),

where F(xx, x2, . .., xn) is an invariant of G(n,p) and Fx (xx, x2, ..., xn)

is some form.

As a preliminary step we shall inquire as to the conditions under which

expressions of the type (1) are invariant under the sets of the factor-group

Ahu Ah2, ..., Ahm, ■ • •, Aha-

Evidently (1) has to be invariant under the subgroup A.

Consider a general substitution of the subgroup A,

x'i = Xi-\-p(ttiiXi-\-ttiiXi-\- ■ • • -\-ainxn) (i = 1, ..., n).

On applying it to (1) we observe that pFx (xx, íc¡¡, ..., xn) remains invariant

under the transformation, because of the factory. Therefore F(xux2, ..., xn)

should be invariant under the subgroup A.
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Applying the substitution to F by means of Taylor's expansion, we obtain

F(x[, X2,   ...,  Xn)   =  F(XX, X2,   . .. ,   Xn)

+ P 2 ( aH Xi + ai2 X2 +
¿ = 1

, ,dF_
T ainXn)   r,

OXi

= 0 (modj)2).

(G(n, 2s) is treated in Section 5.) This shows that F will be an invariant if

the following congruence holds:

2(ttaXi+ai2x2-\- ■■ ■ +ain) -—== 0
i = l OXi

(mo&p).

By taking atí = 1 and the remaining a^ = 0, we get

dF — n
Xi-— = 0

dxi
(modj)) (t=l, ..., n),

whence we obtain the differential congruences, giving the necessary and

sufficient conditions for invariance under A :

(2)
dF dF

dxx dx2

dF

dxH
=  0 (modp).

Before proceeding with the application of conditions (2), we shall have need

of more detailed information* as to the structure of the invariants of G(n,p).

If we define

[ei,e8, . . ., en]

x?xf ■■■ x?

~.ffi*  T,pe>    . . .    rPe'
"°1     **'2 n

™Pe»   -P**«    .   .   .    -v-P*»
Xl     X2 X7i

* L. E. Dickson, A fundamental system of invariants, these Transactions, vol. 12 (1911),

p. 76.
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then a fundamental system of invariants of G (n,p) is given by the following set:

Ln = [n—l,n-2, ..., 1,0],

Qns= [n,n-l,...,«+l,«-l,...,l,0]       (,_!_!).
Lin

These invariants in terms of the invariants of G(n—l,p) and Ln may be

written
,p-i

Qnl = Q»-ll ("t-]       + Ln—1 ,

/   L»   \P_1
Q»s = Qn-is \j~~)       + Qn-is-i (s = 2,  . ..,  M —2),

Qnn—1 = {-?-1       +Qn-ln-2,

»—2

Ai — Xn^-i + ^n-l 2L  ( — ifxn Qn-ls + (—1 )"     Xn     Ln-l-

LEMMA. No syzygy subsists among the invariants of G(2,p), either

algebraically or in the sense of a congruence.

Assume the contrary, and arrange the polynomial in L2 and Q2 according to

descending powers of Q2 ; then we have

CiQ^Ui-{-Ci^¿'Lj'+ - - ■ + cmQ2mLJ? = 0.

Here cx Q2 L2 contains the highest power of xt, for Q2 contains a power of xt

as a term, whereas L\ contains only terms of the form xfx*. Therefore either

the coefficients Cx = c2 = • • • = cm = 0, if we speak of an algebraic syzygy,

or ex = c2 = • • • = Cm = 0 (mod^fc), if we speak of it in the sense of a con-

gruence.

THEOREM I.* The invariants of G(n,p) are not connected by a syzygy

modulo pk.

Let the syzygy competing the invariants be arranged according to powers

of Ln:
n—l

(4) 2lZ2c,mH<Ü' = 0,       cîmEfE0 (mod**).
» «m S = l

* Compare loc. cit., p. 83.
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If m0 is the lowest power of LH in the above polynomial, we divide (4)

by Ln^ and obtain a sum of products not containing Ln as a factor:

n-l

(5) 2c<,mUQan?torm = m0.
9n S = l

All those terms which have Ln as a factor contain xn, but (5) contains terms

free of xn whose sum therefore must be congruent to zero modulo pk.

A reference to the preceding page shows that we obtain these terms by

performing the substitution

V»l      Qn2       • • •  Qns • • •   Qnn—1

(fi) 8='

-Lin—l   V»-ll   ■ • •   Vn-ls—1   • • •   U¿n—1»-2 |

where distinct elements are replaced by distinct elements.

We obtain, therefore,

'Im, S = 2

Since the products under the summation are formally distinct, (7) is a syzygy

among the invariants of G(n — l,p); this completes the induction, since by

the lemma there is no syzygy connecting the invariants of G(2,p).

THEOREM II. Any form written as a polynomial in Ln and Qns

(s = 1, 2, ..., n — 1), satisfying the differential congruences (3), and

not containing coeffiàents congruent to zero modulo p, involves Ln and Qnt> to

powers whose exponents are midtiples of p.

Let

»-i

(8)      F(xi,x2, ..., xn) = 2 Ln 2 c?„H Q^S cqm = o (moáp ).
™ 9m s=l

We shall first prove that m = 0 (nwip).  By Euler's formula, we have

dF   .       dF   . .       dF       JTU .       ,     ,   .
xx--\~Xi--\- ■■■ +xn-z—- = dF(Xi, Xi, ..., xn)      (modjp),

OXx 9^2 OXn
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where d is the degree of the form F. Now since the left member is congruent

to zero modulo p by (3), d must be divisible by p.

But

re-l

d = m(pn~1-\- ■■• +p + l)-\-2a*9m(Pn-Ps) = 0 (modj»),
s=l

n—1 ¿.-pi

and since^J asq (pn — ps) == 0 (modj?), m is divisible by p, whence —.=- == 0

(modp). Thus shall

»—i
3F z  :   9F dLn   , V  9ir   9<?'w+ 2-^-^ = 0 (modp).
9CC» 9-£n  9#n       »=1 9Çns   9%

9.F
By the preceding, —=r- = 0 (mod^), therefore it remains to consider

dLn

(9) §»*L»j!t = o (mod,).

Arranging it according to powers of LH, we obtain

n—1
oF   —   V Tin ^ 3= 2iz2cqm-j~-Yl(Ür = (2iZB„\c = o   (mod*),
9íC»

where, for brevity,

n—1 »—2n—2

8=1 8 = 1

a. s 2cJ2aiqnQn-iiQy~1UQ>+^--i9Xnj-r 'litó

\ ¿n-1

IP-l

c =
9xw

as follows by the use of (3).
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Since by computation C =£ 0 (mod*), 2^n Bm must be zero modulo*.
m

Dividing it by the lowest power of Ln occurring there, i. e., with exponent

to — »Wo, we obtain a sum of products not containing Ln as a factor, i.e., Bm,.

¿j Lin Lfm

B„h is the only part of ———-free of the factor LH.  Now Ln itself con-
Ln

tains xn as a factor, therefore the only terms free of ccware obtainable iromBm,

and their sum should be congruent to zero modulo *.

We obtain this sum by performing substitution S (formula (6)) on Bm„:

yc Í5v o 1op<<,"»_l)L(p,"p)a"'»riopa"»
¿j Cga\ .^aí?raV«-itVre_i¿_x Lin-i 11 ^n-is-i
9» \« = 1 s = 2

n-2 \

-+ «»-1?,„ V„_i„_2       ^n-l 1 1 ^n-ls-l I = V
s = 2 /

(to = w0) (mod*).

Examining the products under the inner summation, we observe that they

are distinct. In the ¿th product all the factors have as exponents multiples

of p with the exception of Qn-u which occurs raised to the (paSgm-\- l)th

power. The last product is the only product for a given qm having all exponents

of the factors multiples of*.

We thus see that the products arising from the differentiation of a certain
»-i

CgnY\Q^m(m = wo) in (8) are all distinct.
s=l

Two distinct products, as

n—1 »-1

**. n A1-and *« n <£■-      (»=^
s=l s=l

could not give identical products On differentiation. An examination of the

exponents would indicate that both were differentiated with respect to the

same Q)IS, from the argument above. A substitution inverse to 8 (formula (6))

would lead to the same derivatives, and then we should arrive at the same

primitives. The process is uniquely reversible.
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All the products in the above are distinct and have as factors invariants

of G(n—l,p). But since no syzygy exists by the preceding theorem, the

exponents appearing as coefficients aSqm(m = m0; s=l, ..., n—1; for

all q,nj), are separately congruent to zero modulo p.

We can therefore divide by the next highest power of Ln, say Lnh, and

repeat the argument verbatim.

Therefore the aSqm are multiples of* for all s and qm.

We thus see that F(xx, x2, ..., xn) must be a polynomial in Ln and QL

(s = 1, .. ., n — 1) in order to be invariant under A. But this is also a

sufficient condition for invariance under G(7i,p*). Taking for example Ln

and applying to it any substitutions of G(n, p'), we get

Ln(x'i, X2,   . . . ,  x'n)  =  (Ln(xx, Xg,   . . . ,  Xn) + */(xi, X2,   .. .,  Xnjf

= Ln(xx, Xi, ..., Xn) (mod*2),

where f(xx, x%, ..., »») is some form.

Since F(xx, x2, ..., xn) is an invariant of G (rc,*2), pFx(xx, x2, ..., xn)

must also be invariant under the group. However, operation upon a form */

with G(n,p*) is equivalent to operation upon / with G(n,p), therefore

Fx (xx, Xi, ..., xn) must be a polynomial in Ln and Qm(s = 1, ..., « — 1).

We thus arrive at a fundamental system of invariants of the group

G(n,p*), viz.,

n—1

Ll,       Çfns   (s = 1, ..., n-1),      pLan\\ Qbn's,
8 = 1

where a and bs may assume values from 0 to * — 1, but may not all be zero.

4. Invariants of the group G(n,pk)

A comparison of the matrices of the set Hk-i with those of the group

G (n, p*1-1), shows that Hk-i has representatives of all the classes contained in

G(n,pk~1).  Therefore the invariants of G (n, pk) may be put into form

(1) P(xx,X2,   ...,  Xn)-jpk~1f(xx,Xi,   ...,  Xn)
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where P(xi, x2, ..., xn) is an invariant of G(n,pk~l) and/fe, x2, ..., xn)

is some form.

We shall next investigate the form of expressions (1) which remain invariant

under the sets of the factor-group

Axhi, Aihi, .... Aihm, ..., Aihd,

d having the value indicated in Section 2.

Evidently they have to be invariant under the transformations of the

invariant subgroup Ai.

A general substitution Ta of Ax may be written

x'i = Xi-\-p(an Xi -f- an Xi -f • • • 4- aiHxn) (i=l, ---, n).

We have to apply the substitution only to P(xx,xt, ..., xn), since

Pk~1f(xi, xt, ..., xn) is invariant under the subgroup Ax.

Since P(xx, x2, ..., xn) is an invariant of Gi(w,*,c-1), we shall assume,

for purposes of induction, that it may be written in the form

(2) P(xx,Xi, ..., xn) = F0-{-pFx +p*Fi +-.. +pk-*Fk-2

where

(3) Fj is a polynomial in QiT''', L^*        {* = J| ; ; ; ' *~ J j

not involving coefficients congruent to zero modulo *.

From (3) it is clear that

,.-. dFj  _   dF;  dLn   .    -^-i   dFi   dQm  — , fe  ._„.
(4) 1¿ s jt^^ÂJot^xT = ° (mod^"J 2)

0 = 0, ..., k-2).

Also it is obvious that for the case of polynomials with integral exponents

4^- = 0 (mod*"-;'-2) implies-Ç^- = 0 (mod^-J-2).
9 xt oxT
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The application of Ta to P(xx, a-2, ..., xn) gives by Taylor's expansion

(5)       P (x'l, X2,   . . . ,   Xn)  =  P (Xi, Xi,   . . . ,   XH)

.       m    k—2 r   n „ jp Tr

+ -T   2   2pJ+r\ 2 («iiXi + cCiiXi-j ■■■ -j «in Xn)-r-j-  ,
r! r=i j=o        L¿=i oxi J

y having the usual symbolical significance as a power, and m being the highest

degree in any one variable of the polynomial of the highest order.

Since Fj(j = 0, ..., k — 2) are polynomials, the coefficients of the ex-

pansions are integers.
O XT.

Now by (4), since -~- = 0 (moàpk"j~2), we see that
O Xi

.       m   fc-2 In BF Y

(6)   A-2 2pj+r   27(«fc3i+«**!+••• +«i»afc)4£á-   =°(mod/)
r! ,=2;=o        \¿=i 3a;t /

for all odd primes. The case * = 2 will be considered separately.

From (5) and (6) it follows that P (xiy Xg, ...., xn) will be an invariant

of subgroup Ax if

k—2     n
9 V-

2   2p^1 (tth xx + «a X2 + • • • + ain xn) -r-¡r = 0        (mod*k).
j = 0 i = l OXi

By taking aü = 1 and the remaining ay == 0, we obtain the equivalent set

of n differential congruences

(7) Zpj+1 ~- = 0 (mod**) (* = 1, ..., n).
j=0 OXi

We shall obtain now additional information about P(xx, x2, ..., xn) from

the consideration of its homogeneity in xx, x2, ..., xn.

If the power of Ln and Q7l3 in any one term of Fj be ajpk~->~2 and bjSpk~J~2,

by recalling that the degree of Ln is (*re_1 + • • • +* + 1 ) and that of Qns is

(pn —*s), we obtain the following set of equations:
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n-1    .

«0 pk-2 (p*-i_|-\-p -f- i) _i_ 2J &0s*fc-2(pn—*s)
s=l

ax*fc-8 (p"-1^-... +* +1) -f 2 bispk-s (pn—ps)
n — l

z>
s=l

n-1

= afc-2 (*»-'+ • ■ ■ +1,4-1) 4- Z bk-2s(pn-p°),
s=l

from which it follows that

ai = a2 = ... = afc-2 == 0 (mod *).

LEMMA 1.   In this way tve see that Ln occurs in Fj (j = I, ..., k—2)

raised to powers which are midtiples ofpk~J~~1, and therefore

J>+1jft = ° (™d^-

This considerably simplifies the differential congruences (7), which we

shall write as follows:

(8)  ^^ + S2S>^^-0(mod^  (¿=1,...,«).
0Lin    oXi        j=o s—1 OUíns       0Xi

Multiplying the ¿th congruence bya*, adding, and applying Euler's formula

for homogeneous functions, we obtain from (8)

* T-71 Ln = 0 (mod*fc),
0 Lin

since the degree of Qns is divisible by p.

LEMMA 2.  By the proof of Theorem I, this shows that Ln occurs in F0 raised

to powers which are multiples of pk~l.
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From the preceding result, we obtain (8) in the following simplified form :

(9) 2 SV+1^ ^ = 0 (mod/)       (i = 1, ..., n).
; = 0 s=l oyns      OXi

We shall confine our attention to the nth congruence and prove that

Qns (s = 1, ..., n — 1) must appear in Fj with an exponent which is con-

gruent to zero modulo p*^-1.

The proof of Theorem H from the point where the differential congruence

is simplified to the form (9) allows us to state the following theorem without

proof:
fc-2

THEOREM III.   The polynomial 2Fj> defined by (3), Section 4, satisfying
j=o

the congruence

2 2p^}§-^^0 (mod»)
7 = 0 s=l 0\¿ns     OJsn

involves Qns (s = 1, ..., n — 1) raised to powers which are multiples of p.

But this will give 2pIc~1  nn~2 = 0 (mod**), and enable us to restate
8=1 óU¿ns

Theorem III in the following way :
Zc-8

The polynomial 2Fj, defined by (3), Section 4, satisfying the congruence

2 2P»> 1%  '?" = 0 (mod*fc)
;=0 j=1 oQns    OXn

involves Qns (8 = 1, ..., n — 1) raised to powers which are multiples of*2.

This theorem in its turn will yield the result

2pk-2~^^0 (mod**).
j=l 0 (¿ns

Proceeding in this way we arrive at the result that Fj involves Qns (s = 1,

., n — 1) raised to powers which are congruent to zero modulo pF^'1,
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Collecting results, we obtain from Lemmas 1,2, Theorem III and sequel,

that Fj is a polynomial in Ln       and Qns

Conversely, exactly as at the conclusion of Section 3, we can prove that

* Ln and pJ Gyu (s = 1, ..., n — 1 ), for j = 0, .... k — 1, are in-

variants of the group G(n,pk).

Thus a fundamental system of invariants of group G(n,pk) is given by the

following set:

Lt\ QC\s^l,...,n-i),1/Lf-i-1flQ^-i-1   (j=l,...,k-l),
s=l

where a and bs range over 0,1, ..., p — 1, but may not all be zero.

5. Invariants of the group G(n,2k)

In this case, which was not considered in Section 4, but was alluded to in

connection with congruence (6), the condition for invariance under the sub-

group Ax takes the form

k~~2 ■     n ¡¡il.

2%J+12(aiiXi+ ai2,X7.-\- ■ ■ ■ -jainxn)—-±
j = 0 i = l OXi

+ ¿2j+1[¿(«ii*i+«.-2*2+ ... + «íníK„)|*¿ I = 0 (mod2fc).
j=o        U=i OXi J

By taking «« = 1 and the remaining «# = 0, the above simplifies into n

congruences,

k—2 -r, k_2 d2F'

(1) 2 2J+1^- + 2 2J+1xi~dx^~ = 0 (mod2*)        (t = 1, ..., n),
j=0 OXi j = 0 >

by dividing each congruence by x%.

If we employ the following sets of values for a,j, akk+i = 1 and the

remaining a^- = 0 (the subscripts being taken modulo n), we obtain, by

dividing through respectively by x2, x3, ..., xn, xx, the n congruences

(2) 2^^- + k¿2;+'%.5 == ° (mod2,c)        («' = 1. •••»»).
j=o oíc¿       ;=o ox*.

where the subscript of Xi+i in the second- term is taken modulo 'n.
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By subtracting the íth congruence of (2) from the ¿th congruence of (1), we

obtain the n relations

(xt - xí- i) 2 2J+1 -Ç§- = 0 (mod 2k)     (i=l, .... n).
j=0 OXi

Since xt — Xi+i i|l 0 (mod 2fc), we must have

k-2 -gjj,

(3) 22>+1 -~-¿- = 0 (mod 2k) (i=\.n).
j^u OXi

The congruential identities (3) when substituted in (1) give

k—2 ~ -p

22J+1~- = 0 (mod 2k) (i = 1, ..., n).
j=-0 OXi

i. e., exactly the results (7) Section 4 for modulus 2k.

Therefore all the conclusions arrived at in Section 4 for powers of odd prime

moduli hold for 2fe.

University of Chicago,

Chicago, III.


